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Rytera is a new line of bows built at the Martin Archery plant in Walla
Walla, Washington.They were designed by the father and son design team of
Terry and Ryan Martin, and elements of their first names were combined to
create the Rytera name.
Rytera bows are being marketed and sold separately from other Martin
Archery products, as a premium line that will appeal to pro shops who may
or may not carry the company’s Gold Series or Pro Series Martin bows. Martin
has a reputation for building quality archery equipment for more than half a
century, and now its lead designers have been given the opportunity to create
a new brand without the normal pricing constraints. Martin’s designers and
machinists have demonstrated the ability to put some very interesting curves
into recent models, and Martin bows are also well-represented on the winner’s
podium of major indoor tournaments. So it’s no wonder that the small, new
Rytera line attracted as much attention as all the Martin-branded products at this
winter’s ATA Trade Show in Atlanta.
More new models are in the works for 2007, but Rytera’s two-bow line-up for
2006 consists of the Triad and Bullet-X. While the Triad sports a more traditional
limb angle, the Bullet-X, which is the subject of this review, utilizes shorter
limbs set at a radical angle.

The Basics:
Riser: Rytera builds the 34.25 inch (34.625 inch with Nitrous Cams)
axle-to-axle Bullet-X on a CNC machined riser that is constructed
from a solid billet of 6061-T6 aluminum.The reflex geometry measures a generous 3.4 inches. Eighteen weight reducing cutouts,
fifteen of which are thru-holes, are distributed over the length
of the 24.5 inch riser along with two additional holes that
house patented Martin VEMs (Vibration Escape Modules).
Four of the cutouts are located underneath the grip panels.
The Rytera is equipped with standard accessory mounting
holes including two 5/16-24 threaded arrow rest mounting holes,
two 10-24 sight mounting holes spaced exactly 1.312 inches apart, centerto-center, and a 5/16-24 threaded stabilizer mounting hole (front only). A curved
cable guard made of lightweight tubular steel eliminates flex and the Nickel-Teflon
coating applied to the surface provides for smooth and quiet operation.
Two grip styles are available to suit a wide range of archers. The test bow featured the company’s Thermal Elite Grip system, which combines two natural walnut side plates and a tanned
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leather wrap that covers the exposed
riser both front and back. A second
option, the Rytera Pro Grip, is shaped of
walnut wood and comes in both 17 and
23-degree angles.
A rubber broadhead guard is bolted onto the side of the shelf and midway up the sight window, on the inside
face, the Rytera Bullet-X emblem is seated into a shallow pocket.
Three finishes are available on the
Bullet-X including Phantom Black Pearl,
Rytera Red and Mossy Oak’s New BreakUp Camo pattern. The target colors are
bright anodized over a polished surface
for ultra brilliant color. A film dipping
process is used to apply the camo finish
at Rytera’s manufacturing facility. The
first step in this process requires that a
sturdy powder coat be applied electrostatically followed by a drying/hardening period in an oven. Next, a piece of
film with the Mossy Oak camo pattern
printed on it is placed flat on the surface
of the water in a stainless steel tank. The
film base is dissolved by the water,
which leaves only the camo pattern
lying on the water’s surface.The cleaned
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and powder coated part, in this case a
riser, is lowered through the ink and into
the water. The ink pattern wraps around
the part creating a seamless and flawless finish. The riser is then removed,
rinsed and dried before a hard protective clear coat is added.
Customer Connection: Get the bow
into your customer’s hands – the grip is
comfortable and the balance of the
Bullet-X is well above average.
The Mossy Oak camo pattern is
seamless from top to bottom and looks
great on the riser, which has stylish
machining that will catch the eye.
Reflex geometry increases the
power stroke and aids speed – a definite
selling point. It also lends to the aggressive look many bowhunters prefer.
Limbs/limb pockets: Rytera CNC
machines the Bullet-X from solid billets
of 6061-T6 aluminum. They are aligned
on the riser end with two stainless steel
pins and then locked down with two
large screws. The pocket does not pivot.
Closed on the front end, the pocket
steps down in the back where two rocker buttons are seated in countersunk
holes. The limb bolt passes through two
washers, the limb and pocket before
finally threading into a barrel nut that
lay perpendicular in the riser. Each pocket is finished with anodize or camo film
dip in the same manner as the riser.
The Bullet-X employs Rytera’s
straight form Super Mag limbs, which
measure 13” and flex beyond parallel
when drawn. Limb width is 1 5/8” while

Martin Archery is betting the new Rytera
brand will offer some customers an attractive option to other premium bow lines.
Martin sales reps will make the decision
which interested full-service archery
retailers can stock these bows in their territories. You can start the process by email
with an information request to
info@rytera.com, or call (509) 529-2554.

the thickness tapers from ¼” at the
pocket to 3/8” where the limb “Y”s to
accept the eccentrics. The laminated
limbs are machined from Gordon composite materials and are precisely
matched based on deflection values.
The limbs are finished in the same
manner as the riser.
Customer Connection: While the
pockets do not pivot they do utilize an
all-metal alignment system to ensure a
consistent and precise interface with
the riser. This is a critical component in
regard to performance.
Gordon’s material has an excellent

About The Author

The Thermal Elite grip combines slim
walnut side plates with a soft leather
wrap that helps insulate the metal below.
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the same time. There is no
need to stock multiple cams
or carry a large number of
bows just to match a customer’s draw length.
If a customer wants FAST
they can choose the Nitrous
Cam. If they are looking for
smooth and ultra quiet steer
them toward the Vipro. Or let
them try both. Again, Rytera
delivers choices!

reputation in the industry and is known
for its strength and durability.
Customers looking for a bow that will
stand the test of time will be interested
in this selling point.
Eccentrics: Two cam systems are
available on the Bullet-X – The Vipro
Single Cam and the Nitrous Dual Cam.
Designed to produce a smooth and
quiet shooting experience the Vipro
Single Cam is advertised to produce IBO
speeds reaching 305 fps and offers draw
lengths from 25 to 30 inches. The faster
Nitrous Cam twin cams power the

Silencing/Shock reducing features: Noise, vibration
A new generation VEM with a suspended
and shock are attacked on
weight helps damp noise and vibration in
multiple fronts by the Bullet’s
the riser. It’s visible as the soft gray dome
design. First, the beyond-parbehind the limb bolt. Shock is further
allel limbs direct the bows
tamed with Sims Ultra Limbsavers and
energy at release in opposite
String Leeches as standard equipment.
directions effectively canceling out much of the negative
Bullet-X to an IBO rating of 315 fps and energy. Secondly, Sims String Leeches
come in draw length options from 22 to and Ultra LimbSavers come standard
30 inches. Both systems use modules and lastly, Martin’s patented VEMs
that can be interchanged without the (Vibration Escape Modules) are inteuse of a bow press. Module changes will grated into each end of the riser. These
not affect draw weight. The Vipro and VEMs are different than earlier all-polyNitrous eccentrics ride on heat-treated mer models appearing on some Martin
stainless steel axles, which are support- bows. They don’t project from the riser
as much and they employ a weight sused by sealed ball bearings.
Customer Connection: Versatility is a pended inside them.VEMs on the Rytera
key to quickly satisfying your customer models are soft enough that you cusand the modular Bullet-X eccentric sys- tomer can press on the dome and feel
tems deliver. A modular system allows the weight.
Customer Connection:
you to be responsive to customer
Many customers demand a shock
demands while saving you money at
free and quiet release. The steps taken
by Rytera to quiet the Bullet-X are quite
effective. A demo bow that demonstrates these properties will do wonders
to aid in the sale.
Strings/Cables: The Bullet-X is
equipped with a 92 ¼ inch bowstring
that is made from 14 strands of Rytera’s
proprietary Double Helix BCY material.
The 35 ½ inch cable is made from 12
strands of the same material.
Customer Connection: BCY bowstring material is well known for its performance and durability. Martin Archery
has been a major producer of strings
since it’s early days and to this day certain parts of the factory are “off limits”
due to the specialized machinery it has
developed to build strings. Naturally the
new Rytera models employ the best
strings Martin Archery can offer.
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Testing:
As is my custom, the first action
taken when the Rytera Bullet-X arrived
was to subject it to a thorough quality
inspection. During this examination I
am looking for how well the finish was
applied, all mechanical aspects, machining quality, and overall workmanship.
The finish was spotless except for one
ding on the upper limb pocket edge,
which could have happened during
shipping. However it happened it was
clearly not a product of Rytera’s processes. Machining is excellent on the BulletX and all other aspects were as they
should be.
The Bullet-X test bow (equipped
with the single Vipro Cam) was set up
with a 60 pound draw weight and 30
inch draw length. A simple brass string
nock and NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow
Rest were added. The T.R.U. Ball Pro
Diamond release aid was selected to
carry out the testing. A 540-grain Easton
XX78 Super Slam aluminum arrow was
utilized for testing so that AMO speed
ratings could be measured. The rig was
paper tuned to ensure accurate results
throughout the evaluation.
Speed was measured using an
Oehler Research Inc. M35 Chronograph.
The numbers were then validated using
a Pro Chrono chronograph. Ten shots
were fired through the chronograph
and into a Block 4X4 Target. Every shot
returned the same number - 229 fps
AMO. That is somewhat slower than the
Rytera’s AMO speed rating of 235 fps.
The Bullet-X was re-tuned with a 350grain arrow and tested again. The average speed was measured at 277.5 fps.
These numbers do not point to lightning fast speed, however, they are certainly sufficient. Also, keep in mind that
those wanting more speed can choose
the Nitrous Dual Cam option, which is
significantly faster. The draw length was
set to exactly 30 inches by AMO standards for all tests.
The Rytera showed up for testing at
the same time our Head2Head bow test
was being conducted for web based
publication, so there were many rigs to
use for comparison. I attempt to fairly
evaluate the subjective characteristics
of a bow including shock/vibration levels, overall feel of the grip and balance
of the bow at full draw, noise level, and
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2006 Rytera Bullet-X With Vipro Cam)
Draw weights: 35-50 pounds, 45-60 pounds and 55-70 pounds
Draw Lengths: 25 to 30 inches
Axle-to-axle length: 34.25 inches
Brace Height: 7.25 inches
Mass Weight: 4 pounds 5 ounces
Let-off option: 75 percent with optional 65 percent
Eccentrics: Vipro Single Cam/ Twin Nitrous Cams or Nitrous-X Shoot-Through
AMO speed: 229 tested
IBO speed: 305 fps advertised
Available finish: Mossy Oak’s New Break Up camo pattern/ Two target colors
Cable: Rytera’s proprietary Double Helix by BCY – 12 strand, 35.5” long
String: Rytera’s proprietary Double Helix by BCY – 14 strand, 92.25” long
Grip: Two-piece walnut wood with tanned leather wrap
Riser: CNC machined 6061-T6 aluminum - reflex
Limb pockets: CNC machined T6 aluminum
Limbs: Straight, 13”, Gordon Composite, Beyond parallel configuration
Cable Guard: Nickel-Teflon coated tubular steel
Warranty: Lifetime bumper to bumper
MSRP: $749.99
Efficiency Rating: 82.84% Kinetic Energy: 62.9 foot-pounds SE/PF Ratio: 1.265
smoothness of draw. Having a wide
array of other bows on hand helps me in
this regard.
In the area of shock and vibration
the Bullet-X performed well above average and was a pleasure to shoot. Still,
there was a slight jump and minimal
vibration at the release. Most of us tend
to translate what we hear into what we
feel. In other words, if we hear vibration
we are more likely to misinterpret it as
something felt as well. To avoid this pitfall I will often wear earplugs while evaluating a bow for shock and vibration. I
suspected that this was happening with
the Bullet-X so the earplugs were used.
It helped as the perceived level of vibration was significantly reduced. With the
earplugs still in place I attached a
Stealth 8 inch stabilizer to the bow and
shot a few more times. This time there
was no vibration to speak of and the
kick was cut in half.
Where I was most impressed with
the Rytera Bullet-X was the feel and balance. At full draw the grip is super comfortable and seats my hand well. I like
the leather wrap coupled with the small
side panels. The balance of this rig is
outstanding! There are few bows that I
have tested that settle on the target the
way the Bullet does. It is truly impressive
in this area.
The Bullet-X noise level at a 60
pound draw weight and shooting a 540grain arrow was average.While there are

string silencers pre-installed I found
that a couple of well placed household
rubber bands tied to the string made a
big difference. Rubber bands generally
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The Vipro cam has a forgiving draw
cycle, as evidenced by this draw force
curve. Bowhunters who want a faster
arrow can opt for Twin Nitrous cams,
while tournament shooters may prefer
the Nitrous-X shoot through rigging.

do not last, however, they serve to
determine if additional silencers are
needed and where they should be
placed. A measure of success was also
achieved by simply moving the preinstalled silencers to better positions on
the string. Outside of the string noise
the Bullet-X base noise is low. A CEL SLM
(sound level meter) with frequency
capabilities was used to test the Bullet-X
noise levels along with nine other bows.
The other nine were all set at 65 pounds
so it was expected that the Bullet-X, set
at 60 pounds, would peak out lower and it did in all instances except one.
One 65-pound bow had an “A” weighted
rating (Refers to the best equivalent to
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human hearing) below that of the
Bullet-X. Following are the dB levels at
defined frequencies for the Bullet-X
with the meter set at 22.5 inches to the
right of my anchor point:
250 Hz: 68.1 dB
500 Hz: 70.6 dB
1 KHz: 67 dB
2 KHz: 70.7 dB
4 KHz: 74.7 dB
8 KHz: 70 dB
16 KHz: 59.4 dB
The “A” weighted rating (Refers to
the best equivalent to human hearing)
at this distance was 78.7 dB.
Here are the readings at 164.5” in

Circle 161 on Response Card

front of my anchor point (slightly off to
the right of the arrow path):
250 Hz: 62 dB
500 Hz: 68 dB
1 KHz: 65.4 dB
2 KHz: 66.6 dB
4 KHz: 63.4 dB
8 KHz: 58.8 dB
16 KHz: 45.8 dB
The “A” weighted rating (Refers to
the best equivalent to human hearing)
at this distance was 71.8 dB.
Draw cycle performance refers to
how smooth a bow comes to full draw. It
is one of the most important factors in
determining an archer’s perceived
enjoyment of shooting a particular bow.
The Bullet-X draw cycle is silky smooth
with a small bump at the point of let-off.
As the draw force curve diagram shows
it is a fairly even and “soft” curve that is
easy on the arms.
As a total package the Rytera
Bullet-X is a solid performer with several great features including my favorites
– grip feel and overall balance. I have to
say it again to make the point: At full
draw the Bullet-X is solid as a rock, working for you while you aim. It has the balance of a top-end target bow.
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Not molded or
ground fiberglass,
Coreflex Limbs are fully
laminated. This ensures
accurate and durable
limbs.

Complete Vibration
Dampening System.
Patented Omega V,
LimbSaves®, &
String Leeches.

Omega V with steel weights.

Sculptured
riser
machined
from a solid
block
of 6061T6
aluminum.

Leather and
Oak Thermal
Elite Grip.

Teflon infused for a
silent draw. Steel
rod eliminates flex
compared to
carbon rods.

Made from Custom
High Grade BCY
pre-stretched material.
Pre-marked center for
perfect peep placement.

Speed Bearings
enhance cam
performance.

Circle 172 on Response Card

Perfect Limb
Alignment.
Precision
machined
system with
no plastic.

